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This is an End User License Agreement (EULA) between You
(the End User) and Seabell Type Foundry (STF).
By downloading and/or installing, copying, or using Fonts
by Seabell Type Foundry, You are accepting and agreeing to
the terms and conditions of this license.
If You have any questions, encounter any kind of problems
or bugs with the fonts or have any kind of suggestion,
please contact me at info@seabellfoundry.com

USAGE

You can use the Fonts to create images for any surface,
such as screens, posters, t-shirts, books, magazines,
packaging, album covers, billboards, social media
publications, you name it. Logos, visual identities and
documents are permitted. Web usage is permitted too, no
matter how many visitors you have. Exhibition, film and
broadcast usage is, well, also permitted.
Basically every commercial or personal use is allowed as
long as it’s respectful with others and in a
non-destructive way.

MODIFICATIONS

You need Seabell Type Foundry’s prior written consent to
modify, adapt, translate, reverse engineer, decompile,
disassemble, or create derivative works based on the Fonts.
That means to edit or modify the font files inself in font
editors, such as Glyphs or Robofont.
You may not resell or redistribute the Fonts or any
derivative works based on them.

PROPERTY

All rights to the Fonts and contained intellectual property
belong to Seabell Type Foundry. This licence does not give
You the Copyright to the design of the font, but the
limited, non-exclusive, right to use the font.
Unmodified copies of the Fonts are only permitted for
archival purposes.
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Seabell Type Foundry has the right to terminate the license
if You reach and/or fail to comply with any term contained
in this agreement. Upon termination You are obliged to
destroy the original and any copy of the Fonts.

